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Network Effectively with
Stakeholders in Private Banking
IBF Standards – Private Banking & Wealth Management
8 IBF-STS TRAINING HOURS
For registration of public scheduled session, click here.
To organize a tailored session for your organization, please contact us at email@salmonthrust.com
Stakeholders Management often is summarized as “engaging the right people with the right approach.” It is the strategy of
engaging, developing and managing the relationships that will impact any corporate initiative you may wish to implement.
Among the strategies of stakeholder management lies the skills of networking. Very much like segmentation strategies in PB,
stakeholders, internal and external, can be identified as drivers, supporters, observers or opposers to any corporate initiatives.
In PB, we network with internal stakeholders to gain support so as to smoothen and strengthen working processes or better
problem solve. Externally, we network to deepen partnerships, client-banker trust and gain referrals for further expansion.
The session is designed on the key principles and strategies of stakeholder management both internally and externally with
an emphasis on how to network successfully. Participants will learn to identify and categorize the various stakeholders in any
project roll out of new initiatives by the organization. Discussion include practical and strategic steps for building a trust-filled
network to enhance business continuity and expansion.
TARGET AUDIENCE
•

Relationship Managers in Private Banking

•

Assistant Relationship Managers in Private Banking

•

Trade/Product Specialists who would require to assist in client-facing advisory services or presentations

•

Operations functions in Private Banking

•

Covered persons under Private Banking Code of Conduct who may be interested
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
•
Assess organisation’s relationships with relevant stakeholders to understand rationale and focus of programmes and activities
to enhance stakeholder relationships
•
Identify, perform and evaluate own role in programmes and activities to enhance stakeholder relationships to support
organisational strategies
•
Manage working level relationships with peer stakeholders to support programmes and activities to enhance stakeholder
relationships
•
Evaluate effectiveness of programmes and activities in accordance with key performance indicators
•
Take necessary follow-up actions to maintain stakeholder relationships

COURSE OUTLINE
Part 1: Building Successful Stakeholders’ Relationship & Organizational Success:
•
Role of Stakeholder Management in Private Banking
–
Purpose of Stakeholder Management and how it contributes to Organizational Success.
–
Identifying the groups/levels of Stakeholders’ issues in the Organization (PB)
–
5 key objectives of Stakeholders’ management.
»
Contextualization in Private Banking
•
The various phases of Stakeholders’ Engagement strategy in Private Bank
–
Positioning networking with internal stakeholders in a Private Bank
–
Positioning networking with external clients of the Private Bank
Part 2: Developing a Strategy in Stakeholders’ Engagement
•
Networking – Developing the skills for Stakeholders’ Management
–
Elevating Personal competency in Networking
»
Developing a Networking Mindset
–
How to adequately prepare oneself for Networking
–
Key rules of Networking
–
Handling the situations in Networking
–
How to prepare your negotiation skills for Networking
»
How is Networking and Client-Acquisition in PB linked?
»
Developing a Target Market in Networking
»
The Engagement Strategies online and offline – generating the right referrals.
»
Vertical expansion as a key strategy
Part 3: Building a Networking System in your PB career and Team
•
Identifying and contributing to events/programs useful for networking for PB
–
Defining objectives and KPIs for the set events, programmers and campaigns in PB
»
How to effectively select, support and participate in invited or pre-planned events and programs.
»
Differentiating between hard contact events and soft contact events
»
A Four-Steps operational approach to implementing a Networking System
–
Preparation and Conditioning
–
Communication and Engagement
–
Follow Up
–
Effecting a 90 days results
–
Identifying legal, regulatory, ethical and socio-cultural constraints applicable to Private Banking in Networking.
»
Case Study: Building legitimacy through standards and benchmarks – setting out a right network system.
Assessment - MCQ
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IBF STANDARDS
This course is designed to meet the following Technical Skills & Competencies (TSC) in Skills Framework for Financial Services:

Industry Segment

: Private Banking and Wealth Manager

Job Role

: Relationship Managers
Relationship Director / Team Leader

Technical Skills and Competencies (TSCs) and Proficiency Level
B8. Networking - Level 4

IBF-STS

ABOUT THE IBF STANDARDS

This programme has been accredited under the IBF Standards, and is

The IBF Standards are a set of competency standards for financial skills.

eligible for funding under the IBF Standards Training Scheme (IBF-STS),

These Standards are developed in partnership with industry leaders

subject to all eligibility criteria being met. Candidates are advised to

and provide a professional development and skills roadmap for financial

assess the suitability of the programme and its relevance to participants’

sector practitioners to excel in their respective job roles. They currently

business activities or job roles.

cover 12 industry segments in the financial sector.

Find out more on www.ibf.org.sg

ABOUT THE INSTITUTE OF BANKING AND FINANCE SINGAPORE
The Institute of Banking and Finance Singapore (IBF) is the national

ABOUT IBF CERTIFICATION

accreditation and certification agency for financial industry competency

Participants are encouraged to access the IBF MySkills Portfolio to track

in Singapore under the IBF Standards. Find out more on www.ibf.org.sg

their training progress and skills acquisition against the Skills Framework
for Financial Services. You can apply for IBF Certification after fulfilling
the required number of Technical Skills and Competencies (TSCs) for the
selected job role.
Find out more about IBF certification and the application process here.

ABOUT SALMON THRUST
Founded in 2004, Salmon Thrust is committed to delivering real-world banking and financial training to professionals working in banks, corporates,
government agencies, and other financial institutions.
Based in Singapore, we offer our clients in the region a broad range of up-to-date financial topics, delivered via classroom training and e-learning. Our
courses range from foundational programmes for new entrants, right through to the most complex and current topics in the industry.
At Salmon Thrust, we are attentive to our clients’ diverse learning needs. We identify relevant courses to bridge the learning and skill gaps, empowering
our clients to make better decisions and bring real value to both their customers and organisations.
65 Chulia Street OCBC Centre Level 46 Singapore 049513 | T (65) 6323 0768 E email@salmonthrust.com
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